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ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC 
2-POST LIFTS C-LINE 

MODEL HC 3502B-4502B

Subject: Checking correct operation - 
       Procedure for removing and replacing grease

Dear Customer, 

Further to some checks, more detailed analysis has been carried out involving the correct operation of C-LINE model HC 
3502B-4502B electro-hydraulic 2-post lifts. 

Specifically, it has been found that in some cases an incorrect type of grease has been used, which over time can cause 
vibrations and discontinuity of the upward and downward movement, involving slight carriage jumping. 

Therefore, we wish to underline that to ensure the correct operation of the lift over time, it is of paramount importance to carry 
out maintenance operations using a type of grease featuring suitable characteristics, in particular a multipurpose lithium L EP 2 
grease. 

In this regard, in case of non-optimal lift operation as described above, it is recommended to proceed as follows:

1. Check lift operation when the load (vehicle) is present. 
The load weight must be between 1000 kg and 2000 kg. Perform one upward and one downward movement of the carriage 
with the load. 
Is there any jumping movement?

2. If jumping movement is found with the load (vehicle), remove the load.

3. Position carriages on the ground.

4. Remove the cover marked with the red arrow by releasing the two fasteners at the bottom of the flexible cover and lifting it 
up.
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5. Clean the inside of the columns (from the carriage to the top of the column): completely remove old grease using a clean 
cloth (red surfaces). 
Clean both columns (left and right side).

6. Clean the surface with a degreasing agent.

7. Move the carriages to the upper position.

8. Clean the inside of the columns (from the bottom of the column to the carriage): completely remove old grease using a clean 
cloth.

9. Move the lift upward and downward three times and repeat steps 5, 6, 7, and 8.

10. Test lift operation without grease and with load (a vehicle whose load is between 1000 kg and 2000 kg). Perform two 
upward and downward movements. 
If the lift is operating correctly, apply grease compatible with the standard grease: CGC Grease L EP 2, see data sheet below. 

11. Re-fasten the flexible cover, using the hooks provided, to both columns.
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Technical data sheet


